Remember that Iran (34 years) and Turkey (about 12 years) are relatively new additions to existential conflict with Israel.

When asked in a recent poll if Israeli-Palestinian negotiations would ever lead to peace, 25 percent of Jewish Israelis said yes, while 73% of them said no. Remember, many of those Jews who were against still – or used to – vote for the Left. It is frustrating that Israel and Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu's "hard line" is being blamed for this, but it should be obvious that the conflict will not end.

In the meantime, Iran is getting nuclear weapons while Israel is getting nothing but insults from Kerry as the - "bad" guy after 65 years. He is unintentionally encouraging murders (two of four Israeli soldiers killed in two weeks were not killed in the territories – one was killed while visiting what he thought was an Arab "friend" and another while sleeping on a bus bench).

Or as former US secretary of state George Shultz explains what is really happening: Iranians will "cut your throat." He is really encouraging this Iranian throat-cutting. But no doubt Kerry knows better.

On Palestinian television (which incidentally is under protest for censorship by Palestinian journalists who have at times been arrested), he stated: "Failure of the talks will increase Israel's isolation in the world. This alternative to getting back to the talks is a potential of chaos. I mean, does Israel want a third intifada? I believe that if we do not find a way to find peace, there will be an increasing isolation of Israel."

So what is Iran doing in the meanwhile? Here are some public statements by Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei: First, Israel is "the rabid dog" of the region. Iranian leaders have also said that Israel wants genocide against all Muslims. In fact, anti-Semitism is justified on the basis of the Koran by Iranian leaders. Iran says that everybody in the Middle East wants to destroy Israel.

But here is the tip-off: "Zionist officials cannot be called humans, they are like animals... The Israeli regime is doomed to failure and annihilation."

But wait, there's more. Here is Khamenei's analysis of US positions: He accused Western officials of "kneeling before the Israeli regime."

Moreover, he said, "The government of the United States of America is on the top of the arrogance in the world." (The audience repeatedly chants: "Death to America.") And he continues: "We fight against the arrogance. Arrogance is a word in the Koran. It is used in the Koran for people like Pharaoh, malevolent groups which are hostile to truth and righteousness."

I think Pharaoh ended up being drowned in the sea. I don't think that there is any good intention for the US here, even though it is going to stop sanctions worth billions of dollars to Iran, and enable them to develop nuclear weapons.

Last, he stated that the "Zionist regime is doomed to oblivion. The Zionist regime is an imposed regime which is formed by force. None of the formations or creatures which are formed by force is durable, and neither is this one... Unfortunately, some European countries cringe before this creature which is not worthy of the name of a human being, before these leaders of the Zionist regime, who look like beasts and who cannot be called human."

Sounds like he wants peace to me!

But wait a minute, that rings a bell. Who was it that used to go on about who could not be called human? Where have we heard that before? Ah, that's right: Nazi Germany. That didn't end well, did it?

Any by the way, the Obama administration did not condemn these vicious anti-Israel statements, nor did it alter any policy because of them. Holocaust? Yawn. Meanwhile, US policy has also hardened Palestinian Arabs' lines, as shown in statements by leaders. In turn, the Palestinian Arabs have hardened their policy, insisting the United States, Brandeis University suspended its partnership with al-Quds University after the West Bank University had a rally that was meant to honor the martyrs of Islamic Jihad terrorists, in which the symbol of Israel, the Star of David, was symbolically stepped on by all demonstrators.

Well what do you think has been happening for almost 90 years?
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